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About This Game

A face-melting, pixel-pumping arcade shoot 'em up featuring awesome power-ups, epic boss battles and spectacular effects at a
blistering 60fps. Blast into battle against giant space destroyers in Arcade Mode, tackle endless waves of enemies in Survival
Mode, face off against epic level guardians in Boss Run mode, and experience the world's first interactive livestream arcade

game in Mixer Mode.
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Experience the world's first MixPlay arcade game!

Created in collaboration with Microsoft Mixer, the pioneering Mixer Mode allows viewers of your live-stream to interact in real-
time, launching enemies, asteroids, rockets and power-ups into the game at the click of the button in order to attack or assist the

streamer.
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Four5Six Pixel, Huey Games
Publisher:
Huey Games
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A fantastic, lovingly crafted remake of Uridium, an old Commodore 64 classic. A bit easier than the original, thankfully, but
equally hectic.
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